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5. The Personality Structure Underlying Integrity 

 

Abstract 

Integrity is a highly desirable trait in social domains such as work and politics. Integrity is 

also a prominent research topic in the social, psychological, and management sciences. 

However, scientific progress on integrity is hampered because there is a lack of synthesis 

between these fields and solid theory and data are missing. For instance, there is no consensus 

regarding how to define and operationalize integrity. Our goal here is to address these issues 

by using insights from the fields of evolutionary, social, and personality psychology. First, we 

review prevailing models of integrity and conclude that integrity is a combination of 

cooperation and consistency. Respectively, these two factors can be considered to cover moral 

integrity and task-related integrity. We use evidence from evolutionary game theory to show 

that integrity is a form of cooperation whereby individuals with higher levels of the trait are 

more likely to commit to and structure cooperative efforts. Consistent with this view, the 

personality psychology literature shows that integrity is best captured by a combination of two 

traits of the HEXACO personality model: Honesty-Humility, reflecting cooperation, and 

Conscientiousness, reflecting consistency. We test this dual hypothesis of integrity in an 

empirical study in which participants completed different integrity scales as well as the 

HEXACO-208. The results confirmed that the majority of integrity scales load onto either 

Honesty-Humility, Conscientiousness, or both. This dual model of integrity resolves various 

scientific questions such as whether integrity is a moral concept (substantive virtues such as 

honesty) or a morally neutral concept (adjunctive virtues such as courage).  

Keywords: Integrity, Personality, Evolution, HEXACO, Honesty-Humility  
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5. The Personality Structure Underlying Integrity 

Integrity is a desired characteristic in social domains such as work, politics, and close 

relationships. Specifically, organizational scandals are often attributed to a lack of integrity in 

the upper echelons. For instance, Volkswagen established an executive position devoted to 

integrity in response to its emission scandal (Bomey, 2015). Furthermore, organizations often 

include appeals to integrity in their corporate ethical codes. Moreover, philosophers make 

appeals to integrity in their normative frameworks (Becker, 1998). Therefore, integrity is a 

topic of interest in organizational psychology, business ethics, and moral philosophy. Within 

and between these fields there is agreement that integrity is desirable, however, there is 

almost no agreement about what integrity entails. 

To start with the point of agreement, there is wide agreement that integrity is a virtue 

(Audi & Murphy, 2006; Becker, 1998; Calhoun, 1995; Dahlsgaard, Peterson, & Seligman, 

2005; Musschenga, 2001; Palanski & Yammarino, 2007; Verhezen, 2008). Virtues can be 

considered as personality traits relevant to moral goodness (Cawley, Martin, & Johnson, 

2000; De Raad & Van Oudenhoven, 2011; cf. Van Oudenhoven, De Raad, Carmona, Helbig, 

& Van der Linden, 2012). However, there is disagreement on what the substance of integrity 

entails as there are various definitions and notions of integrity in the scientific literature. For 

instance, integrity is considered as keeping promises (Palanski & Yammarino, 2007, 2009), 

being honest (Butler & Cantrell, 1984), or acting in line with ones’ convictions in the face of 

adversity (McFall, 1987).  

These broad set of integrity conceptualizations have resulted in a debate on whether 

integrity is a morally good or a morally neutral virtue (Audi & Murphy, 2006; Graham, 2001). 

Morally good virtues (i.e., substantive virtues) are good in themselves such as honesty or 

justice, in contrast, morally neutral virtues (i.e., adjunctive virtues) can be used for moral 

goodness, however, they are not necessarily good in themselves because they can also be used 
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in the pursuit of evil (e.g., courage, word-action consistency). In other words, it is debated 

whether integrity requires moral goodness. 

This broad range of concepts that have been thought of to be a component of integrity 

has resulted in several scholars arguing that integrity is a higher-order virtue that encompasses 

multiple virtues (Audi & Murphy, 2006; Dunn, 2009; Solomon, 1992). For instance, Solomon 

calls integrity a supervirtue that encompasses various other moral virtues, such as honesty, 

loyalty, and respect for others (Solomon, 1992). Similarly, Dunn (2009) argues that integrity 

is a more abstract virtue pertaining to a coherent set of moral values that are consistent with a 

set of social values that are exhibited in behavior and are stable across time and contexts. 

Again, here the broad focus lies on the coherence between various related moral concepts. 

Overall, these views consider integrity as an integration of various related moral virtues. Such 

a higher-level view of integrity is conceptually similar to how broad personality traits are 

conceptualized, specifically, as constellations of various related characteristics that are stable 

across time and contexts (Baumert et al., 2017).  

Therefore, we propose to locate the integrity concepts into personality space in order 

to understand better what integrity entails. Integrating these features into personality space has 

the advantage of giving more insight into the underlying structure of integrity as there is wide 

agreement that personality structure can be captured in five (Digman, 1990) or six (Ashton & 

Lee, 2007) independent personality traits. Importantly, based on prior empirical studies, we 

expect that integrity covers two factors: A substantive factor and adjunctive factor and that 

these factors are related to two distinct personality traits. Specifically, we expect that integrity 

has a substantive factor that can be interpreted as Cooperation and an adjunctive factor that 

can be interpreted as Consistency. These two factors align with the concepts of moral integrity 

and task-related integrity (Musschenga, 2001; cf. Van Gelder & De Vries, 2016). Specifically, 

the former concept deals with integrity in relation to moral norms whereas the latter deals 
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with integrity in relation to rules and self-discipline. Furthermore, we argue that the two 

integrity factors are best covered by the personality traits Honesty-Humility and 

Conscientiousness, respectively. Finally, theoretically, these two factors also make sense from 

an evolutionary standpoint as these two factors align on individual differences in a short-term 

orientation (low pole) and a long-term orientation (high pole) to cooperation with ingroup and 

outgroup members. 

The Concepts Underlying Integrity 

As stated before, multiple concepts such as honesty, compassion, and word-action 

consistency have been considered to constitute integrity. This wide range of concepts can also 

be seen in the prior attempts at conceptual clarification and classification of integrity 

conceptualizations (Palanski & Yammarino, 2007; Scherkoske, 2013; Stanford Encyclopedia 

of Philosophy, 2013). We have extracted 16 distinct conceptualizations of integrity and 22 

unique integrity features from these prior attempts (see Table 5.1; see the supplemental 

materials for an in-depth description of the conceptualizations and features). However, it is 

important to note that these prior attempts were not further integrated into broader 

overarching factors or personality structure, and they were also not based on insights from 

empirical studies that investigated the structure underlying integrity concepts.  

Therefore, it is relevant to briefly discuss the empirical studies that have been 

conducted to gain more insight in the conceptual nature of integrity (Barnard, 2014; Martin et 

al., 2013; Monga, 2017; Moorman, Darnold, & Priesmuth, 2013; Moorman, Darnold, 

Priesmuth, & Dunn, 2012; Wong, Lim, & Quinlan, 2016). Note that the majority of these 

studies used qualitative methods, however, their findings converge on the idea that people 

consider a broad set of concepts such as honesty, fairness and justice, word-action 

consistency, and consideration and respect for others to constitute integrity. Moreover, the 

two quantitative studies that we identified (Moorman et al., 2012, 2013) also started from  
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Table 5.1  

Integrity Conceptualizations with Their Overall Features and Unique Features 

Conceptualization Unique integrity feature(s) Interpretation Integrity factor 
1. Wholeness A multi-faceted description of the whole 

person 
Overall character None 

2.1 Integrated self Absence of ambivalence about convictions Stable set of convictions Consistency 
2.2 Stable sense of self Self-concept clarity Consistency 
3.1 Consistency under 
adversity 

Resisting pressure Courage / Moral courage Consistency / (Courage) 

3.2  Resisting temptation Self-control Consistency 
4. Clean hands perspective Having inviolable bottom line principles Principled ideology Consistency / Cooperation 
5. Being true to oneself Acting in line with convictions Authenticity Consistency 
6. Word-action consistency Consistency between espoused and enacted 

convictions 
Behavioral integrity Consistency 

7. Absence of unethical 
behavior 

Not engaging in unethical/immoral/illegal 
behavior 

Overall normative behavior Cooperation 

8.1 General sense of 
morality 

Engaging in morally superior behavior Moral supererogatory behavior Cooperation 

8.2 Ascribing to a normative ethical viewpoint Moral idealism Cooperation 
9. Honesty Honest behavior Specific normative behavior: 

Honesty 
Cooperation 

10. Trustworthiness Trustworthy behavior Specific normative behavior: 
Trustworthiness 

Cooperation 

11.1 Justice/Respect Just in interpersonal behavior Specific normative behavior: 
Justice 

Cooperation 

11.2 Treat other people with respect Specific normative behavior: 
Respect 

Cooperation 

12.1 Openness/Authenticity Identifying oneself as a moral/ethical person Moral self-evaluation Consistency / Cooperation 
12.2  Showing the true self  Transparency Consistency / Cooperation 
13. Moral purpose Self-reflecting on own morality and Moral self-reflection None 
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behavior 
14. Proper regard for own 
judgment 

Rejecting moral relativism Low moral relativism None 

15. Non-dogmatism Willing to revise convictions on reasonable 
grounds 

Willingness to revise convictions None 

16.1 Empathy/Compassion Being emphatic to others Empathy None 
16.2 Being compassionate to others Compassion None 
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qualitative methods and found a similarly broad set of 11 concepts that people considered as 

integrity (e.g., honesty, word-action consistency, taking responsibility). However, they 

extended their qualitative findings by letting a different group of participants rate the 

applicability of the identified criteria for their perceptions of leader integrity. They found that 

two factors contributed to these perceptions: A morality factor and a consistency factor. 

Furthermore, in two later studies, they found that a third moral courage factor could also be 

distinguished using a confirmatory factor analytic approach (Moorman et al., 2013). However, 

in these latter studies, these three factors were all highly correlated (between .76 and .87; and 

above .90 when corrected for measurement error) and alternative structures (e.g., two-factor, 

four-factor) models were not investigated. 

These empirical studies suggest that integrity will be mainly covered by at least two 

factors: a substantive factor that we call Cooperation and an adjunctive factor that we call 

Consistency. Note that potentially a third (smaller) courage factor exists. However, in terms 

of parsimony, we will start from the assumption that there are two integrity factors. The 

cooperation factor mainly covers concepts such as honesty and justice, whereas the 

Consistency factor covers concepts such as word-action consistency and consistency under 

adversity. Moreover, these empirical studies suggest that several integrity features identified 

by the theoretical models (e.g., Palanski & Yammarino, 2007; Scherkoske, 2013) such as 

Empathy and non-dogmatism are not commonly considered to be features of integrity and 

therefore may be more peripheral to integrity. In Table 5.1, we have integrated where we 

expect the various unique features of integrity to be located on these two factors and which 

features we expect to not be central to integrity (i.e., not to be related to the two central factors 

and to be considered peripheral features of integrity). 
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The Evolutionary Basis of Integrity 

To understand the content and relevance of the two Integrity factors better, we explain 

how individual differences in integrity were likely related to individual fitness outcomes 

during human evolutionary history. We do this using the Situation-Trait-Outcome-Activation 

(STOA) model (De Vries, Tybur, Pollet, & Van Vugt, 2016). The STOA model also posits 

that people—based on their personality—select themselves into situations or niches that fit 

their personality. Additionally, specific situations activate particular traits (whereas they do 

not activate other traits that are not relevant for the situation). Finally, the outcomes 

associated with the expression of personality are positive in some situations and negative in 

others. Importantly, averaged across all times and environments, the net payoff differences 

between various standings on integrity should be zero (Buss, 2009; Penke, Denissen, & 

Miller, 2007; Penke & Jokela, 2016). These three mechanisms are called situation activation, 

trait activation, and outcome activation, and are jointly described in the STOA model.  

We expect that people high in integrity pursue a consistent proactive cooperative 

strategy to signal cooperative intent and establish long-term cooperative interactions with 

ingroup and outgroup members alike. Specifically, the cooperation factor (e.g., honesty, 

trustworthiness) predisposes individuals to signal cooperative intent to others by avoiding 

exploitation of others in situations in which it would be beneficial to do so. Consistency (e.g., 

word-action consistency, reliability) predisposes individuals to make them predictable and 

allow for others to reciprocate their cooperative intentions. Comparatively, those who are low 

in integrity are more likely to be exploitative and to show inconsistent behavior if this is in 

their advantage. To be clear, with inconsistent, we mean that as long as someone low in 

integrity can benefit from cooperation, they will likely act cooperative, however, they are also 

more likely to opportunistically exploit others if the opportunity arises.  
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In terms of situation activation, we expect that people high in integrity are more likely 

to select themselves into situations where they can cooperate with others over prolonged 

periods and try to create opportunities for long-term cooperation. Therefore, they are more 

likely to attempt to establish cooperative efforts with outgroup members even though it would 

be beneficial to exploit them. Comparatively, in terms of situation activation, we expect that 

people low in integrity will select themselves into situations where they can exploit others, 

can show inconsistent behavior (e.g., deviate from promises), and benefit from short-term 

gains. Following from this, trait activation of integrity occurs in situations that allow people to 

benefit from exploitation and opportunism. In such situations, individual differences in 

integrity are expressed and may thus be noticeable. In terms of outcome activation, high 

integrity can be beneficial over the long-term, however, a high integrity strategy is also open 

to (short-term) exploitation by other individuals, and therefore, the outcomes can potentially 

be negative. Similarly, low integrity may be only beneficial in the short run because people 

low on integrity may be punished or ostracized by others when exhibited over a longer period. 

Therefore, individuals low in integrity may be more willing to exploit ingroup members if 

they can exit the group in pursuit of new groups where they can again follow such an 

exploitative strategy. Alternatively, as long as the number of individuals low in integrity is 

sufficiently small, it does not pay (e.g., may even come at a certain cost) for the group to 

remove these individuals from the group (Van Vugt & Van Lange, 2006). Therefore, in 

certain social environments (with few low integrity individuals), it is beneficial to act with 

integrity, whereas in others, it is less so (cf. frequency-dependent selection [reference]).  

Supportive of this idea are models from evolutionary game theory (Maynard Smith & 

Price, 1973) using the Prisoner’s Dilemma (Dawes, 1980) which show how strategies favored 

by those high and low in integrity can result in fitness trade-offs.1  In the Prisoner’s Dilemma 

an individual can choose between two courses of action: cooperate (for instance, contribute to 
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hunting efforts, share food) or defect (withhold effort, refrain from sharing food). Depending 

on how another person acts, these two choices can lead to four different payoffs for the focal 

individual. For mutual cooperation, both receive the same payoff, termed reward (R). For 

mutual defection, both also get the same payoff, termed punishment (P). If one player defects 

and the other individual cooperates, than the defecting individual gets the temptation (T) 

payoff, and the cooperating individual gets the sucker payoff (S). The requirement is that the 

value of the payouts is arranged as follows: T > R > P > S (See Figure 5.1). These models find 

that a low integrity strategy of defection pays off mainly for short-term interactions and only 

pays off in long-term interactions if it is rare in the population (Van Vugt & Van Lange, 

2006). Comparatively, a high integrity strategy of cooperation mainly pays off in long-term 

interactions (in iterated games). The fact that both high and low integrity are strategies that 

can lead to substantial fitness benefits may explain why there is variation in this trait.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of the Prisoner’s Dilemma 

 

Integrating Integrity Concepts in Personality Models 

The two main factors of integrity, Cooperation and Consistency, can be integrated 

within personality structure. To be clear, personality is the constellation of a person’s 

characteristic behaviors, feelings, and thoughts (Baumert et al., 2017). To uncover the 

structure of personality, researchers have turned to the lexical approach. The lexical 

hypothesis, which is based on this approach, states that languages contain the most important 
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personality descriptive information (Goldberg, 1982, 1990). In most languages, this 

personality information is mainly represented using adjectives (Saucier & Goldberg, 1996). 

By analyzing the factor structure of adjectives in various languages and cultures, the universal 

structure of personality traits can be uncovered (Goldberg, 1981). 

Historically, personality was thought to consist of five broad traits, captured by the 

Big Five model/Five Factor Model (FFM; Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1993). However, more 

recent lexical studies of multiple languages have found that there are a maximum set of six 

(not five) cross-culturally replicable independent personality dimensions (Ashton et al., 2004; 

De Raad et al., 2014; Saucier, 2009). These six dimensions are covered in the HEXACO 

model of personality (Ashton & Lee, 2007; Ashton, Lee, & De Vries, 2014; Lee & Ashton, 

2008) and they are Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, eXtraversion, Agreeableness, 

Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience. 

The HEXACO model fully encapsulates the FFM (Ashton et al., 2014) and also 

includes personality characteristics such as honesty and deceptiveness that are not fully 

captured by the FFM (Paunonen & Jackson, 2000). Another difference between the FFM and 

the HEXACO model is a re-rotation of content from the Neuroticism and Agreeableness 

factors, which resulted in HEXACO-Emotionality and HEXACO-Agreeableness (versus 

antagonism) (Ashton et al., 2004; Saucier, 2009). Specifically, Emotionality includes 

sentimentality-related characteristics that are included in FFM-Agreeableness, and HEXACO-

Agreeableness covers hostility-related characteristics which are included in (FFM) 

Neuroticism. Therefore, we will specify when we refer to the FFM conceptualization of 

Agreeableness as FFM-Agreeableness and the HEXACO conception as Agreeableness. 

We argue that the main two integrity factors cooperation and consistency are best 

represented by the personality traits Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness and the 

interstitial space covered between the two of them. Note that the majority of personality traits 
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are blends (Ashton, Lee, Goldberg, & De Vries, 2009) and that any facet or nuance2 of 

personality can be located within the six dimensional space of personality (Hofstee, De Raad, 

& Goldberg, 1992; see for instance De Vries, De Vries, & Feij, 2009 on how sensation 

seeking is located within the HEXACO space). Within the HEXACO personality space, there 

are some other well-defined blended traits. Specifically, the intersection between Honesty-

Humility, Emotionality, and Agreeableness has been considered to cover the domain of 

Altruism (Ashton & Lee, 2001, 2007) and the intersection between Extraversion, 

Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience to cover the domain of Proactivity (De Vries, 

Wawoe, & Holtrop, 2015). To be clear, our blended view of integrity is distinct from 

perspectives that consider integrity to be a higher-order personality trait (e.g., Catano, 

O’Keefe, Francis, & Owens, 2018). However, this view may be compatible with the network 

view of personality (e.g., Cramer et al., 2012). Furthermore, our theory does not suppose any 

correlations between Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness because these are two 

independent personality traits. 

We expect that the cooperation factor is likely best covered by the Honesty-Humility 

trait of the HEXACO model. This trait captures many of the substantive integrity features, 

such as honesty and trustworthiness. Notably, the primary adjectives from various languages 

that define Honesty-Humility all deal with such moral content (e.g., honest, trustworthy, just; 

Ashton et al., 2004). Note, however, that this personality trait also encompasses other traits 

that are often not considered to be part of integrity, such as modesty and greed-avoidance (for 

an exception see Peterson & Seligman, 2004), but the interrelation has been interpreted that 

individuals low in modesty show deliberate self-enhancement of their capabilities (i.e., lie 

about their ability; Hilbig, Heydasch, & Zettler, 2014) and also feel more entitled to exploit 

other individuals (Diebels, Leary, & Chon, 2018). Importantly, an abundance of evidence 

supports the idea that Honesty-Humility reflects cooperation. For instance, work on 
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experimental economic games and social dilemmas has found that individuals high in 

Honesty-Humility do not exploit other people even if the other person has no option to 

retaliate, whereas individuals low in Honesty-Humility will exploit others in this situation 

(Barends et al., 2019b; Hilbig & Zettler, 2009; Hilbig, Zettler, & Heydasch, 2012; Hilbig, 

Zettler, Leist, & Heydasch, 2013; Zhao, Ferguson, & Smillie, 2017; see Thielmann, Spadaro, 

& Balliet, 2020 for a meta-analysis). Moreover, individuals high in Honesty-Humility 

cooperate indiscriminately with ingroup and outgroup members alike (Thielmann & Böhm, 

2016) 

Consistency is covered by integrity conceptualizations that deal with reliability, 

willpower, and resisting external pressure. These notions seem to be mainly subsumed by the 

Conscientiousness trait, however, there may be some overlap with Extraversion and/or 

Emotionality when such consistency requires courage. To be clear, the adjectives defining 

Conscientiousness seem to cover a broader ground than the consistency factor (e.g., 

perfectionism, diligence; Ashton et al., 2004). However, controlling impulses is considered 

one of the central facets of Conscientiousness (e.g., Costantini & Perugini, 2016). Reliability 

has sometimes been found to cover the ground between Conscientiousness and FFM-

Agreeableness (e.g., Roberts, Bogg, Walton, Chernyshenko, & Stark, 2004), this finding 

leaves open the possibility that reliability mainly covers the space between Honesty-Humility 

and Conscientiousness. Furthermore, the central hallmark of consistency, behavioral integrity 

was found to be related to Conscientiousness (in an unpublished study by Palanski and 

Carroll, according to Simons, Tomlinson, & Leroy, 2011).  

Finally, (moral) courage seems to be located on the Extraversion factor (mainly in 

lexical studies that uncovered the FFM; Goldberg, 1990) and/or on the Emotionality factor 

(primarily in lexical studies that uncovered six factors; De Raad et al., 2014; see also Lee & 
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Ashton, 2006). As we argued above, (moral) courage may potentially be a smaller third 

integrity factor besides Cooperation and Consistency. 

Furthermore, we argue that integrity is not that well covered within the FFM as this 

model lacks Honesty-Humility and only partially covers this trait in the FFM-Agreeableness 

factor (Ashton et al., 2014). This loss of information seems to be rather substantial (Ashton & 

Lee, 2018). Specifically, prior research has demonstrated that honesty, trustworthiness, and 

sincerity are beyond the FFM (Paunonen & Jackson, 2000). And as demonstrated previously, 

these are central characteristics of the cooperation factor of integrity. Comparatively, the FFM 

and HEXACO model do not diverge in terms of the consistency factor of integrity as the two 

models do not differ substantially in the Conscientiousness trait. 

Goals of the Current Study 

In the current study, we want to investigate the personality structure underlying the main 

integrity conceptualizations identified in the literature (see Table 5.1 for an overview). We 

predict that the majority of these conceptualizations will load on the personality traits 

Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness. More specifically, we predict that the substantive 

integrity features will load on Honesty-Humility and that the adjunctive integrity features will 

load on Conscientiousness. We also leave open the possibility that the courage-related content 

will load on other personality factors such as Emotionality and/or Extraversion. Moreover, we 

also will conduct a factor analysis of the integrity features themselves and expect to find the 

Cooperation and Consistency factors. This study will add to our understanding of the structure 

of integrity by integrating all te separate integrity features and determine their relations and 

how they are related to the widely established HEXACO framework of personality.   

Study 5.1 

In order to investigate whether integrity indeed covers Honesty-Humility and 

Conscientiousness, we investigated how the central features3 of various conceptions of 
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integrity (see Table 5.1) fit within the HEXACO structure. To do so, we first conducted a 

structured instrument search to identify relevant measures for each conceptualization. We 

focused on self-report measures or other report measures that could easily be adapted to a 

self-report format. We shortened each scale to a maximum of eight items. If we identified 

more than one relevant instrument, we selected one instrument based on how well the content 

of the instrument was aligned with the definition of the construct and based on psychometric 

considerations (see the supplemental materials for details regarding the literature search and 

quality ratings). Finally, a set of Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers completed the 

HEXACO inventory and the battery of integrity measures. With an extension analysis 

(Gorsuch, 1997; O’Conner, 2001), we determined how each integrity conceptualization is 

located within the HEXACO personality space. Additionally, we also included measures of 

the Dark Tetrad and two FFM-Agreeableness facets that could also potentially measure some 

aspect of integrity: the modesty and morality facets.4 

Finally, we also included self-reports of the tendency to experience moral emotions 

such as guilt, shame, and regret. Such emotions have sometimes been hinted at in definitions 

of integrity (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2013), however, they were never clearly 

included in the various conceptualizations that we identified. This is somewhat surprising as 

dispositional tendencies to experience such moral emotions are negatively related to the 

tendency to engage in immoral behavior (Cohen, Panter, & Turan, 2013). Therefore, the 

tendency to experience such moral emotions may be an aspect of integrity that to date, has 

received scant scientific attention. For instance, guilt proneness has been considered one of 

the key dispositions that make up moral character (Cohen & Morse, 2014). Therefore, we 

decided also to include a self-report inventory of the tendency to experience these moral 

emotions (Cohen, Wolf, Panter, & Insko, 2011). 

Methods 
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Participants. We recruited 515 American MTurk workers to complete the survey in a 

single session. We dropped the responses of 99 participants from the dataset because these 

respondents were suspected of giving noncompliant responses (see below and Chapter 6 of 

the present dissertation for more details). The final sample included in the analysis consisted 

of 416 respondents (157 males, i.e., 37.7% of the sample; Mage = 40.26 years, SDage = 11.94 

years). 

Measures and Procedure. The survey consisted of 448 questions divided into three 

blocks. Answers on all instruments were provided on a five-point Likert-scale (1 = strongly 

disagree and 5 = strongly agree). In the first block, the HEXACO-208 was completed. In a 

second block, the NEO-Agreeableness items and the Dark Tetrad questions were mixed and 

completed in a fixed order (see Table 5.2 for detailed references for all the scales). Then the 

participants got a short (paid) break, which they could skip if they wanted to. Finally, the third 

block included all the remaining scales of the integrity features (see Table 5.2 for all scales 

and references). In this final block, the items were grouped in groups of 10 items. We made 

sure that all 10 items came from distinct integrity features, and these groups were presented in 

random order to mitigate fatigue effects (although these effects tend to be small; De Vries, 

Realo, & Allik, 2016). We also included eight noncompliance check questions at random 

points in the survey and used the statistical approach of Lee and Ashton (2018) to detect 

noncompliant responding. Further details of the procedure and its effectiveness can be found 

in Chapter 6 of the present dissertation (i.e., Barends & De Vries, 2019). Data from 

respondents that were flagged as noncompliant were dropped from the dataset before analysis.  

Results 

Extension Analysis. An extension analysis with principal axis factoring (Gorsuch, 

1997; O’Conner, 2001) was conducted to investigate the location of the integrity features 

within the HEXACO personality space. In the first step, an exploratory factor analysis on all  
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Table 5.2  

Operationalizations in the empirical study including the integrity features 

Personality Instrument Item selection/Notes Instrument references 
HEXACO HEXACO-208 Longer version of the HEXACO-PI-R (Lee 

& Ashton, 2006) 
De Vries et al., 2015;  

Dark Tetrad Short Dark Triad Scale 
(SD-3)  
Varieties of Sadistic 
Tendencies (VAST) 

Machiavellianism, Narcissism, and 
Psychopathy were measured with the by 
nine items of the SD-3.  
Sadism was measured with nine items 
from the (VAST). Items were selected that 
captured broadest categories (so no 
overlapping questions about horror movies 
or sports), that seemed culturally neutral 
(e.g. omitting the questions about cage 
fighting), and that the scale contained 
multiple reverse scored items. 

Jones & Paulhus, 2014; Paulhus & 
Jones, 2015 

NEO Agreeableness IPIP Agreeableness 
facets 

The IPIP NEO Agreeableness facets 
modesty and morality were measured with 
10 questions each 

Goldberg et al., 2006 

Integrity Feature Instrument Item selection/Notes Instrument references 
Overall character - - - 
Stable set of convictions Revised Commitment 

scale 
One item was discarded based on face 
validity 

Berzonsky et al., 2013 

Self-concept clarity Self-concept clarity 
scale 

Eight highest loading items from the factor 
analysis of Campbell et al. 1996 

Campbell et al., 1996 

Courage / Moral courage IPIP Values in Actions: 
Bravery/Valor scale 

Because there is a debate whether moral 
courage is distinct from general courage 
we decided to also include the moral 
courage subscale from the Woodward-Pury 

Goldberg et al., 2006; Peterson & 
Seligman, 2004; Woodward & 
Pury, 2007 
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Courage scale (Woodward & Pury, 2007). 
The four items with unique loadings on 
this factor were selected. 

Self-control Brief Self-control scale Eight items were selected based on the 
factor analysis of Linder, Nagy, & 
Retelsdorf, 2015 

Tangey, Baumeister, & Boone, 
2004 

Principled ideology Integrity Scale Eight items that had the highest face 
validity for the bottom-line principles 
construct were selected. 

Schlenker, 2008 

Authenticity Integrated Authenticity 
scale 

The scale was selected as it was already a 
shortened scale despite the 1-point quality 
difference between a longer scale on which 
this inventory was based. 

Knoll, Meyer, Kroemer, & 
Schröder-Abé, 2015 

Behavioral integrity Behavioral Integrity 
Scale 

The wording was changed from other 
report to a self-report format. 

Simons, Friedman, Liu, & McLean 
Parks, 2007 

Normative behavior Moral identity scale: 
Moral integrity scale 

- Black & Reynolds, 2016 

Moral supererogatory 
behavior 

Moral identity scale: 
Moral Self subscale 

Selected the best items based on average of 
loadings in Table 2 in Black & Reynolds, 
2016 

Black & Reynolds, 2016 

Moral idealism Ethics Position 
Questionnaire 

We omitted two items from the original 
scale that were found to load on a third 
factor (Davis, Andersen, & Curtis, 2001). 

Forsyth, 1980 

Moral self-reflection Moral Attentiveness We had no a priori conception that this 
construct would be multidimensional. 
However, the scale consisted of two 
subscales and the four items with the 
highest loadings in Table 1 of Reynolds, 
2008 were selected per subscale and used 
independently  

Reynolds, 2008 

Low moral relativism Ethics Position 
Questionnaire 

We omitted two items from the original 
scale that were found to load on a third 

Forsyth, 1980 
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factor (Davis et al., 2001). 
Willingness to revise 
convictions 

Dogmatism scale Factor analysis (Crowson, 2009) Altemeyer, 2002 

Honesty Constructed scale: 
MACH-IV & Integrity 
scale 

Note that we initially rated the VIA 
honesty/integrity scale for this construct, 
however, upon re-reading we thought that 
it captured a much broader construct than 
honesty. Therefore, a new scale was 
constructed from all items that referred to 
lying in the MACH-IV and Integrity 
scales. We avoided the inclusion of 
double-barreled items of these scales. 

Christie & Geis, 1970; Schlenker, 
2008 

Trustworthiness Positive reciprocity 
scale 

- Perugini, Gallucci, Presaghi, & 
Ercolani, 2003 

Justice IPIP Values in Actions: 
Equity/Fairness scale 

- Goldberg et al., 2006; Peterson & 
Seligman, 2004 

Respect Unconditional Respect 
for Persons 

Items were selected based on ratings of six 
undergraduate students and the removal of 
one tautological item. 

Laljee, Laham, & Tam, 2007 

Moral self-evaluation Tennessee Self-Concept 
Scale 

The eight items were selected based on the 
reported EFA (Table 1) in the original 
article 

Marsh & Richards, 1987 

Transparency Relational Authenticity: 
Transparency subscale 

This scale consisted of 4 items Northouse, 2013; Walumbwa, 
Aviolo, Gardner, Wernsing, & 
Peterson, 2008 

Empathy Interpersonal Reactivity 
Index 

Empathic Concern and Perspective Taking 
subscales were selected because these 
scales are often used as conceptualizations 
of Empathy (e.g., Laljee et al., 2007). Per 
subscale the four highest loading items 
were selected from Table 4 in Davis, 1980 

Davis, 1980; 1983 

Compassion The Compassion Scale The scale consisted of six factors in the Pommier, 2010 
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original article. The highest loading item 
on each of these factors were selected. 
From the second highest loading items two 
additional items were selected based on 
face validity 

Guilt proneness GASP Items were selected based on Figure 1 of 
Cohen et al. 2011 and rewritten to 
agree/disagree format 

Cohen et al., 2011 

Shame proneness GASP Items were selected based on Figure 1 of 
Cohen et al. 2011 and 

Cohen et al., 2011 
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the HEXACO facets was conducted, and we extracted six factors and these were then 

Varimax rotated. As can be seen in Table 5.3, the HEXACO structure was well-recovered. 

Only the Anxiety facet had a higher loading on a different factor than anticipated, however, it 

also had a substantial loading on the expected factor scale. Furthermore, the interstitial 

proactivity scale loaded somewhat lower than expected (.27) on Openness to Experience 

when compared to prior studies (De Vries et al., 2015). Overall, the HEXACO structure was 

recovered just as in prior extension analysis studies (Ashton, Lee, De Vries, Hendrickse, & 

Born, 2012). 

Subsequently, the integrity features were also loaded as extensions onto the six-factor 

solution. Note that the size of extension loadings are usually slightly smaller than those of an 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (Paunonen & Jackson, 2000), however, just as in an Exploratory 

Factor Analysis loadings below .30 are generally taken as an indication that a variable does 

not load on a given factor. As can be seen in Table 5.3, the majority of the integrity 

conceptualizations loaded onto the predicted Honesty-Humility and/or Conscientiousness 

factors. For instance, normative behavior, honesty, and respect primarily loaded on Honesty-

Humility. Additionally, behavioral integrity, having a stable set of convictions, and self-

control had their primary loading on Conscientiousness. Furthermore, various integrity 

features such as moral supererogatory behavior, self-concept clarity, and principled ideology 

had equal loadings on Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness. Furthermore, our prediction 

regarding courage was also supported that it mainly was related to Extraversion, but also had 

a significant relation with Conscientiousness. However, some unexpected findings are also 

notable, specifically, contrary to our prediction authenticity loaded mainly on 

Conscientiousness, but also had an appreciable secondary loading on Extraversion. Similarly, 

the ethical conceptualization of authenticity (i.e., transparency) loaded on the same traits as 

authenticity but was unrelated to Honesty-Humility.  
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Furthermore, unexpectedly, only Compassion had an appreciable loading on both 

Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness, however, its main loading was on Emotionality. 

Furthermore, as anticipated, dogmatism, empathy, moral relativism did not load on these two 

traits. More specifically, empathy was mainly related to Emotionality and Agreeableness, 

whereas dogmatism and moral relativism were unrelated to any of the personality traits. 

Finally, the Dark Tetrad and the NEO-Agreeableness facets were loaded onto this 

solution as extension variables, each of these facets mainly loaded on the Honesty-Humility 

factor. Therefore, also by themselves they do not fully capture (lack of) integrity because they 

were mostly unrelated to the Conscientiousness factor, which, as we argued before, also is an 

important aspect of our broad conceptualization of integrity.  

Factor Analysis on the Integrity Features. We also ran a common factor analysis 

(i.e., principal axis factoring) with Varimax rotation of the various integrity scales to uncover 

the underlying factor structure. First, we conducted a parallel analysis on the raw data to 

determine the maximum number of factors (O’Conner, 2000). The results of the parallel 

analysis indicated that there was a maximum of five factors to be extracted, however, the fifth 

factor had an eigen value below one, therefore, a four-factor solution was recovered with 

eigen values greater than one (the five-factor solution is reported in supplemental Table S5.2). 

The results of this factor analysis can be found in Table 5.4 and explained 60.68% of the 

variance. These four factors can be interpreted as follows: A Cooperation factor, a 

Consistency factor, a Moral Doubt factor, and a Rejection of Moral Convictions factor. 

The first factor explained 30.20% of the variance and consisted of various concepts 

related to Cooperation, such as a sense of morality, moral idealism, adhering to bottom line 

principles, and guilt proneness. These were the morality concepts as we have conceived them, 

however, the factor also unexpectedly included compassion and empathy, which we did not 

expect to be part of this factor. Note that in the five-factor solution the newly formed factor 
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Table 5.3 

Extensions Analysis with the HEXACO factors as core variables and the integrity concepts as 

extension variables. 

 Concept Scale(s) α H E X A C O 
 Core variables 
1 H Sincerity HEXACO .85 .73 -.04 .05 .11 .17 .04 
2 H Fairness HEXACO .85 .63 .22 .06 .20 .34 -.05 
3 H Greed Avoidance HEXACO .87 .72 -.06 -.14 .15 -.02 .03 
4 H Modesty HEXACO .87 .73 .17 -.21 .20 .06 -.06 
5 E Fearfulness HEXACO .79 .17 .49 -.36 -.08 -.05 -.27 
6 E Anxiety HEXACO .87 -.10 .47 -.60 -.32 .01 -.06 
7 E Dependence HEXACO .83 -.15 .61 -.01 -.02 -.16 -.01 
8 E Sentimentality HEXACO .82 .24 .79 .07 .15 .16 .10 
9 X Social Self-Esteem HEXACO .88 .16 -.01 .59 .23 .41 -.01 
10 X Social Boldness HEXACO .88 -.22 -.18 .76 .11 .21 .20 
11 X Sociability HEXACO .85 -.30 .29 .66 .24 .11 .06 
12 X Liveliness HEXACO .86 .01 .04 .73 .28 .35 .08 
13 A Forgiveness HEXACO .87 .09 .04 .33 .64 -.05 .08 
14 A Flexibility HEXACO .75 .24 .03 .13 .73 .09 -.02 
15 A Gentleness HEXACO .83 .20 .16 .14 .81 .07 .12 
16 A Patience HEXACO .82 .15 -.12 .17 .73 .18 .19 
17 C Organization HEXACO .87 .18 -.03 .13 .10 .69 -.05 
18 C Perfectionism HEXACO .77 .04 .12 .01 -.11 .66 .22 
19 C Prudence HEXACO .81 .36 -.09 .09 .20 .66 .09 
20 C Diligence HEXACO .83 .05 -.06 .34 .08 .76 .18 
21 O Aesthetic Appreciation HEXACO .83 .13 .16 .07 .10 .15 .73 
22 O Creativity HEXACO .81 -.13 -.06 .24 .11 .12 .74 
23 O Inquisitiveness HEXACO .79 .01 -.12 .06 .08 .16 .72 
24 O Unconventionality HEXACO .70 .03 .04 -.02 .02 -.01 .71 
25 Altruism HEXACO .80 .46 .55 .04 .31 .24 .21 
26 Proactivity HEXACO .80 -.12 .02 .46 .12 .64 .27 
 DV’s I (Integrity concepts) 
1 Authenticity IAS .72 .27 -.03 .33 .01 .48 .15 
2 Transparency AL: RA .67 .28 .21 .35 .20 .37 .15 
3 Normative behavior MIQ: Integrity .86 .64 .15 -.00 .10 .35 .07 
4 Moral supererogatory 

behavior 
MIQ: MS .84 .39 .29 .08 .11 .43 .16 

5 Self-concept clarity SSC .89 .42 -.14 .23 .12 .47 -.04 
6 Moral self-evaluation TSCS M .83 .34 .09 .22 .18 .49 .04 
7 Courage WP-23 .77 -.02 -.07 .53 .03 .31 .29 
8 Moral courage VIA Courage .49 .24 .18 .13 .15 .16 .26 
9 Justice VIA Equity .83 .43 .23 .17 .28 .35 .16 
10 Principled ideology SIS .74 .36 .20 .03 -.01 .37 .15 
11 Honesty MACH & SIS .84 .56 .14 .13 .13 .32 -.02 
12 Moral Idealism EPQ: Idealism .80 .38 .31 .01 .16 .28 .05 
13 Moral Relativism EPQ: Relativ. .80 -.18 -.03 -.00 .07 -.17 .05 
14 Empathy IRI .83 .29 .49 .14 .40 .29 .22 
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15 Compassion TCS .83 .38 .50 .08 .25 .33 .17 
16 Moral self-reflection 

(perception) 
MP .76 -.31 .11 .15 .01 -.02 .12 

17 Moral self-reflection 
(reflection) 

MR .79 .02 .33 .04 .04 .16 .35 

18 Trustworthiness PRS .84 .24 .28 .02 .14 .41 .14 
19 Respect URO .79 .51 .22 .07 .34 .31 .16 
20 Stable set of convictions R-CS .83 .24 .08 .37 .15 .54 .09 
21 Behavioral integrity R-BI .90 .26 .13 .18 .10 .56 .13 
22 Self-Control BSCS .82 .19 -.11 .33 .30 .52 .05 
23 Willingness to revise 

convictions 
DOG .74 -.06 -.03 .20 -.09 .11 -.20 

24 Guilt proneness GASP .73 .43 .31 -.07 .11 .36 .11 
25 Shame proneness GASP .35 .07 .34 -.26 -.09 .11 -.01 
 DV’s II (Non-HEXACO ‘H’-measures)        
26 DT: Machiavellianism SD-3 .83 -.59 -.14 -.11 -.29 -.09 .01 
27 DT: Narcissism SD-3 .84 -.60 -.14 .43 -.11 .10 .14 
28 DT: Psychopathy SD-3 .79 -.56 -.27 .02 -.29 -.31 .06 
29 DT: Sadism VAST .72 -.47 -.33 .07 -.14 -.21 .00 
30 NEO-A: Morality NEO IPIP .85 .64 .23 -.05 .21 .33 -.05 
31 NEO-A: Modesty NEO IPIP .83 .57 .17 -.38 .16 -.04 -.12 
Note. n = 416; absolute factor loadings equal to .30 or greater are reported in bold. GASP = 

Guilt and Shame Proneness scale; MIQ = Moral Identity Questionnaire; IRI = Interpersonal 

Reactivity Index; DOG = Dogmatism scale; SSC = Self-concept clarity; URO = 

Unconditional Respect for Others; BSCS = Brief self-control scale; R-BI = Revised 

Behavioral Integrity scale; IAS = Integrated Authenticity scale; R-CS = Revised-Commitment 

scale; PRS = Positive reciprocity scale; MR = Moral Reflectiveness; MP = Moral Perception; 

TCS = The compassion scale; SIS = Schlenker Integrity scale; AL = Authentic Leadership; 

TSCS M = Tennessee Self-concept scale: Morality subscale 
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mainly consisted of empathy and compassion, however, they also retained substantial 

loadings on the Cooperation factor in the five-factor solution. Furthermore, behavioral 

integrity also loaded on this factor and on the second factor. 

The second factor explained 18.29% of the variance and encompassed features related 

to Consistency, such as authenticity, courage, non-ambivalence about convictions, self-

control, and seeing oneself as a moral person. These integrity concepts all revolve around 

acting on a person’s internal beliefs despite temptation or pressure. Somewhat unexpectedly, 

justice loaded more strongly on this factor than on other factors.  

The third, smaller, factor explained 7.03% of the variance and was somewhat harder to 

interpret. It consisted of positive loadings of moral perception and reflection, a negative 

loading of an absence of unethical behavior, and a negative loading of self-concept clarity 

(i.e., feeling conflicted about oneself). This factor may, therefore, be interpreted as moral self-

doubt because people who reported engaging in unethical behavior were also more likely to 

reflect about their own morality and feel conflicted about their personality. Interestingly, 

however, the moral emotions did not load on this factor.  

Finally, the small fourth factor explained 5.25% of the variance and consisted mainly 

of a negative loading of relativism and a positive loading of dogmatism. This factor may thus 

be interpreted as a strength of convictions/beliefs dimension as this factor describes whether 

people advocate that (their own) moral norms apply to everyone (dogmatism) or that no 

general moral norms can be considered as they vary between people and therefore have little 

sway over behavior (moral relativism). 

Furthermore, we correlated the four integrity factors with the six HEXACO factors, 

the HEXACO facets, the Dark Tetrad factors, and the two Big Five Agreeableness facets (see 

Table 5.5). The results indicated that the Cooperation factor was strongly related to Honesty-

Humility and the interstitial Altruism facet. However, it also showed moderate correlations  
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Table 5.4  

Common Factor Analysis based on the Integrity concepts in a four-factor solution with 

Varimax Rotation 

    1 2 3 4 
 Explained variance   30.20% 18.29% 7.03% 5.25% 
 Concept Scale(s) α     
1 Authenticity IAS .72 .31 .77 .00 .08 
2 Transparency AL: RA .67 .53 .57 .10 .02 
3 Normative behavior MIQ: Integrity .86 .62 .21 -.51 .20 
4 Moral supererogatory 

behavior 
MIQ: MS .84 .83 .33 -.03 .02 

5 Self-concept clarity SSC .89 .23 .61 -.49 .20 
6 Moral self-evaluation TSCS M .83 .46 .64 -.20 .05 
7 Courage WP-23 .77 .13 .70 .31 -.06 
8 Moral courage VIA Courage .49 .53 .20 .14 -.09 
9 Justice VIA Equity .83 .70 .46 -.06 -.08 
10 Principled ideology SIS .74 .70 .25 .08 .29 
11 Honesty MACH & SIS .84 .58 .33 -.28 .31 
12 Moral Idealism EPQ: Idealism .80 .71 .18 -.05 .12 
13 Moral Relativism EPQ: Relativ. .80 -.11 -.04 .25 -.64 
14 Empathy IRI .83 .68 .31 .13 -.11 
15 Compassion TCS .83 .78 .27 -.02 -.09 
16 Moral self-reflection 

(perception) 
MP .76 -.02 .01 .67 -.02 

17 Moral self-reflection 
(reflection) 

MR .79 .46 .10 .57 .02 

18 Trustworthiness PRS .84 .75 .23 .02 -.16 
19 Respect URO .79 .70 .32 -.29 -.09 
20 Stable set of convictions R-CS .83 .36 .75 -01 .24 
21 Behavioral integrity R-BI .90 .60 .56 -.02 -.03 
22 Self-Control BSCS .82 .10 .67 -.09 .17 
23 Willingness to revise 

convictions 
DOG .74 -.16 .19 .14 .64 

24 Guilt proneness GASP .73 .80 .09 -.08 .13 
25 Shame proneness GASP .35 .43 -.26 .12 .11 
Note. n = 416; absolute factor loadings equal to .30 or greater are reported in bold. 

GASP = Guilt and Shame Proneness scale; MIQ = Moral Identity Questionnaire; IRI = 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index; DOG = Dogmatism scale; SSC = Self-concept clarity; URO = 

Unconditional Respect for Others; BSCS = Brief self-control scale; R-BI = Revised 

Behavioral Integrity scale; IAS = Integrated Authenticity scale; R-CS = Revised-Commitment 

scale; PRS = Positive reciprocity scale; MR = Moral Reflectiveness; MP = Moral Perception; 

TCS = The compassion scale; SIS = Schlenker Integrity scale; AL = Authentic Leadership; 

TSCS M = Tennessee Self-concept scale: Morality subscale 
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Table 5.5  

Correlations between the four integrity factors and the personality variables. 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 
Factor 1: Cooperation -    
Factor 2: Consistency .07 -   
Factor 3: Moral doubt -.01 -.01 -  
Factor 4: Rejection of moral convictions -.01 .05 -.06 - 
Gender .30 -.03 -.11 .05 
Age .11 .08 -.22 .10 
Honesty-Humility .58 .18 -.44 .15 
H Sincerity .47 .26 -.32 .19 
H Fairness .58 .26 -.27 .26 
H Greed avoidance .31 .07 -.38 .06 
H Modesty .52 .01 -.46 -.03 
Emotionality .40 -.36 .09 .02 
E Fearfulness .23 -.31 -.15 .10 
E Anxiety .20 -.51 .08 -.01 
E Dependence .14 -.20 .23 -.03 
E Sentimentality .61 .05 .11 .01 
Extraversion .04 .68 .14 -.00 
X Social Self-Esteem .14 .70 -.11 .05 
X Social Boldness -.15 .57 .22 .00 
X Sociability .04 .34 .23 -.07 
X Liveliness .12 .63 .09 .01 
Agreeableness .28 .31 -.08 -.16 
A Forgiveness .12 .21 .03 -.15 
A Flexibility .22 .23 -.24 -.20 
A Gentleness .38 .26 .03 -.10 
A Patience .22 .34 -.11 .05 
Conscientiousness .38 .62 -.13 .15 
C Organization .27 .52 -.17 .07 
C Perfectionism .38 .32 .04 .17 
C Prudence .34 .53 -.30 .11 
C Diligence .26 .60 .01 .14 
Openness to Experience .22 .24 .20 -.17 
O Aesthetic Appreciation .32 .21 .14 -.10 
O Creativity .06 .26 .21 -.10 
O Inquisitiveness .13 .20 .10 -.13 
O Unconventionality .21 .10 .20 -.25 
Altruism .75 .18 -.08 -.06 
Proactivity .25 .62 .21 -.02 
DT: Machiavellianism -.37 -.22 .36 -.17 
DT: Narcissism -.39 .28 .44 .06 
DT: Psychopathy -.60 -.22 .40 -.12 
DT: Sadism -.57 -.07 .30 -.09 
NEO-A: Morality .65 .25 -.40 .17 
NEO-A: Modesty .46 -.21 -.36 -.04 
Note. n = 416; [r] ≥ .10, = p < .05, [r]  ≥ .12 , p < .01, [r] ≥ .40 are highlighted in bold.  
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with Emotionality and Conscientiousness. Comparatively, the Consistency factor was equally 

related to Extraversion and Conscientiousness and the interstitial Proactivity facet but only 

weakly correlated to Honesty-Humility. Potentially, Extraversion could play a somewhat 

larger role in integrity than we had initially thought although this may be partially explained 

by the fact that many of the integrity aspects on this factor also deal with self-assuredness 

(e.g., knowing who one is which is also substantiated by the strong correlation with the Social 

Self-Esteem facet of Extraversion). Moreover, the third factor was negatively and moderately 

related to Honesty-Humility, whereas it only had weak correlations with the other personality 

traits. Finally, we expected that the content of the fourth factor would mainly be related to 

Openness to Experience, however, this factor generally seems to be only weakly correlated to 

the personality variables as none of the correlations was larger than [r] = .26. This latter 

finding strengthens our belief that the fourth factor has more to do with strength of 

attitudes/convictions than with personality. 

General Discussion 

Our theory of the personality structure underlying integrity predicted that there are two 

central factors underlying integrity: A Cooperation factor and a Consistency factor. 

Furthermore, we predicted that these two factors would be related to the personality traits 

Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness. 

The results of our extension analysis indicated that indeed the majority of the integrity 

conceptualizations loaded on Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness. Moreover, we 

extracted two main factors from the factor analysis of the integrity features. These factors can 

be interpreted in terms of Cooperation and Consistency. Additionally, we also extracted two 

factors that we think are more peripheral to integrity (moral doubt and strength of 

belief/convictions). Therefore, we argue that the Cooperation and Consistency factors cover 

integrity and that the moral doubt and strength of belief/convictions are not conceptualized as 
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integrity. Such a two-factor solution is more parsimonious than the factor structure of 

Moorman et al. (2013), which consisted of three highly correlating factors. Similarly, as 

expected, the Cooperation factor mainly correlated with Honesty-Humility, and the 

Consistency factor mainly correlated with Conscientiousness. However, the correlations with 

the HEXACO domain scales also revealed that Extraversion plays a somewhat stronger role 

in the Consistency factor than expected. Nonetheless, this is just a first empirical study, and 

future confirmatory research is required. 

Theoretical Implications 

Our theory and results help explain the longstanding debate over whether integrity is a 

substantive (i.e., moral) or adjunctive (morally neutral) virtue (Graham, 2001). Our theory and 

data suggest that integrity is a broad construct that has both a substantive and adjunctive 

aspect. Honesty-Humility captures the substantive aspect of integrity and Conscientiousness 

the adjunctive aspect. Within moral psychology, these two personality traits, therefore, require 

more attention as they currently do not receive much attention in the literature. 

Moreover, our theory and findings have implications for organizational research. 

Specifically, organizational researchers often struggle to define integrity (e.g., De Meijer, 

Born, Van Zielst, & Van Der Molen, 2010). Consequently, our framework contributes to 

conceptual clarity for those who are interested in the topic and want to know how to 

conceptualize and operationalize integrity. Our framework seems to be especially suitable for 

evaluating integrity tests. Some conceptual work on these integrity tests has found that such 

‘tests’5 indeed seem to measure our proposed traits of Honesty-Humility and 

Conscientiousness, although they often also measure additional personality traits (e.g., 

Extraversion, Agreeableness; Marcus, Lee, & Ashton, 2007). However, research at the item-

level of integrity tests indicates that various of the central concepts of integrity, such as word-

action consistency, do not seem to be measured (Wanek, Sackett, & Ones, 2003). 
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Furthermore, Wanek et al.’s research also demonstrated that certain integrity test items also  

measure personality traits that are not part of integrity (e.g., Emotional Stability). This finding 

may be the reason why other personality traits have also been found to be related to integrity 

test scores.  

Strengths, Limitations, and Directions for Future Research 

Our study is not without its limitations, specifically, some of the inventories may not 

entirely overlap with the selected integrity feature. For instance, we attempted to find a 

relevant measure of trustworthiness, however, such studies typically used adjective-based 

other-report measures (e.g.,  Silva, Chrobot, Newman, Schwarz, & Topolinski, 2017). 

Therefore, we selected the positive reciprocity scale (Perugini et al., 2003) as this scale was 

conceptually the closest to trustworthiness of all scales that we identified.6 However, the 

positive reciprocity scale likely captures a somewhat narrower construct than trustworthiness 

as it only deals with doing something in return for the kind acts of others. Comparatively, 

trustworthiness is typically also understood to mean that people do not take advantage of the 

trust of others (e.g., watching a stranger’s luggage without stealing anything). Such behaviors 

are notably absent from the positive reciprocity scale; however, these behaviors seem also to 

be covered by other integrity operationalizations such as the one used for normative behavior 

(Black & Reynolds, 2016). Therefore, a less than perfect overlap may not be too problematic.  

Moreover, two of the scales for integrity features had reliabilities below α = .50 in our 

sample (i.e., moral courage and shame proneness). Therefore, these low reliabilities make us 

more cautious in interpreting the results of these two integrity features. However, such low 

reliabilities are not uncommon for four item scales (e.g., Ashton & Lee, 2009) and all but one 

of the remainder of the scales had reliabilities above α = .70 (mostly 8 item scales). 

Therefore, low reliabilities were not a general problem in our study. 
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The greatest strength of the current study was that we went beyond the (qualitative) 

adjective selection of what people consider to be integrity (e.g., Barnard, 2014; Martin et al., 

2013). Specifically, we selected theoretically-based integrity concepts from the philosophical 

(Scherkoske, 2013; Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2013) and management literature 

(Palanski & Yammarino, 2007, 2009) and integrated these concepts with the insights from 

empirical studies (e.g., Monga, 2017; Moorman et al., 2012, 2013). Moreover, we located 

these features within the comprehensive structure of personality, and this allowed us better to 

understand the relations between the various integrity features. Future research might like to 

expand upon our study by comparing how our proposed factor structure fits with other 

theoretical models of integrity. Notably, the somewhat more central role of Extraversion in 

the current results surprised us. However, this could potentially be a spurious finding and 

awaits further replication in future research. 

Conclusion 

We have argued that integrity reflects the evolutionary shaped degree of active long-term 

cooperation orientation with ingroup and outgroup others. Based on the literature, we have 

posited that integrity consists two main factors: Cooperation and Consistency. These two 

factors strongly resemble the personality traits Honesty-Humility and Conscientiousness. To 

determine the appropriateness of this claim, we investigated and integrated a multitude of 

integrity conceptions and related these conceptions to the HEXACO personality space. To test 

our claim, we conducted a sizeable empirical study in which we demonstrated the 

appropriateness of the proposed integrity structure. Our integrated model of integrity helps 

frame integrity as both a substantive and adjunctive virtue that was, and still is, important to 

foster consistent cooperation between genetically unrelated strangers.  
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Notes 

1. See Wilson, Near, and Miller (1996) for a similar evolutionary game theoretic analysis of 

Machiavellianism which is empirically related to Honesty-Humility (Lee & Ashton, 2005). 

2. We adopt the terminology of McCrae (2015) for the hierarchy of personality. The six broad 

HEXACO personality traits are at the highest level of the hierarchy (e.g., Honesty-Humility). These 

traits each have several facets below them (e.g, fairness, sincerity) and at an even lower level they 

have nuances (at the moment unspecified for the HEXACO model). 

3. Note that we did not search for a measure of overall character because as we argued in section 3.2.4 

that this is equivalent to overall personality. Furthermore, we were not able to identify any general 

(i.e., without relying on a specific domain) measure of moral supererogatory behavior. 

4. Note that the IPIP morality facet is called straightforwardness in the NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 

1992). 

5. Note that tests imply that there are factually correct or incorrect answers, however, integrity tests are 

actually questionnaires that do not contain factually correct or incorrect answers. 

6. Do note that this limitation also applies to the most prevalently used operationalization of 

trustworthy behavior in experimental economics, specifically, trustee behavior in the trust game is also 

an act of positive reciprocity. 
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